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Abstract 

A trust and reputation management framework for VANETs (Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks) 

is proposed. In the framework, a similarity mining technique is used for identifying similar 

messages or similar vehicles. And a reputation evaluation algorithm is proposed for 

evaluating a new vehicle’s reputation based on the similarity theory. Similarities from 

different recommenders are used as weights for computing a vehicle’s recommendation based 

reputation. An updating algorithm for reputations is proposed in the framework. The 

framework is applied to decide whether a message is trustworthy when a vehicle receives an 

event message. 
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1. Introduction 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [1] can broadcast real-time traffic event messages  

from one vehicle (or base station) to others through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-

infrastructure (V2I) communication channels to avoid awful traffic situations in advance [2]. 

These messages can be alert signals about accidents, traffic congestion or information about 

traffic on a given route. So VANETs have drawn extensive attention [3-7] in recent years for 

their promising functions on traffic accident reduction, congestion reduction, and 

enhancement of comfortable driving experience. In VANETs, an inaccurate traffic event 

message will impact drivers’ decisions, waste time and fuel, and even cause serious accidents 

[8].  

Due to their open, distributed and dynamic nature, VANETs are vulnerable to various 

malicious attacks [4]. So security is an important concern in VANETs [9, 10]. For that 

purpose, each node can be authenticated [11, 12] using signature schemes [13] while sending 

information. However, a node may misbehave due to selfish reasons and might not send right 

information all the time. So it is more important to know the correctness of the message than 

the authority of the corresponding sender. In other words, it’s important to evaluate the 

trustworthy of the received message and reputation of the sender to make decisions effective 

based on the received information.  

Reputation is what is generally said or believed about a person’s or thing’s character or 

standing [14]. It is a subjective assessment for a node based on the user’s own experience and 

recommendations from neighbors. A weight for a recommended reputation is depended on 

how much the receiver trusts the recommender. Trust is an evaluation of the confidence about 

the contents of the received message.  
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A good trust and reputation framework for VANETs should consider following issues 

simultaneously. Firstly, reputations for a new vehicle should be evaluated. Secondly, different 

weights should be assigned to reputations from different recommenders. Last but not least, 

reputations should be updated after each event message is confirmed. 

This paper is extended from our previous work [15]. It proposes a trust and reputation 

management framework for VANETs. A similarity mining technique is used for identifying 

similarity among vehicles. A reputation evaluation algorithm is proposed for a new vehicle 

based on the similarity theory. The similarity evaluation method is based on the approach in 

[16]. Reputations of the recommenders are used as weights for computing indirect reputation 

of a message producer. An updating algorithm for reputations is proposed.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 

details the proposed trust and reputation management framework for VANETs. Experiments 

are described in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
 

2. Related Work 

A lot of trust and reputation management approaches have been analyzed in the literatures 

[17, 18]. Three main classes of approaches for trust are identified [17]. They are direct 

experience based approaches, Trusted Third Party (TTP) based approaches and hybrid 

approaches that combine techniques of the previous two classes. Direct experience based 

approaches are based on evaluations given by the user’s own direct experience with the target 

service [19]. Dragoni [17] points out that these approaches are not appropriate for open 

systems, since the service consumer can’t evaluate a service with no direct experience. TTP 

approaches are based on the evaluation results provided by trusted party. Malik, et al., [20] 

propose a reputation bootstrapping method based on the concept of community. They argue 

that services in a particular domain will aid each other in evaluating the initial reputation of 

the new service.  

Hybrid approaches combine direct experience based approaches and TTP based 

approaches. The approach proposed in this paper belongs to this category. Jøsang, et al., [21] 

combine Bayesian reputation systems with a trust model for evaluating the quality of service 

in a single framework. But it is based on a centralized and trusted reputation center [17]. Chen, 

et al., [22] propose a reputation model for evaluating web services. The model incorporates 

four types of reputation including direct reputation, relationship reputation, witness reputation 

and sell-oneself reputation.  

To facilitate the implementation of trust and reputation management in ad hoc networks, 

various trust and reputation metrics have been designed and integrated into various 

applications in the literature. Trust is combined with QoS requirements to act as the routing 

metric in wireless ad hoc networks in [23]. Zhang, et al., [24] propose a formal study method 

for trust-based routing in wireless ad hoc networks.  Mundinger et al. [25] build a stochastic 

process to formulate the behavior of the nodes in a mobile ad hoc network and derived a 

mean ordinary differential equation for misreport detection. Luo, et al., [26] build a fuzzy 

logic reputation model to deal with the uncertainty and tolerance of imprecise data inputs in 

mobile ad hoc networks. Li and Shen [27] propose a hierarchical account-aided reputation 

management system (ARM) to efficiently and effectively provide cooperation incentives for 

the purpose of encouraging cooperative and deterring selfish behaviors in mobile ad hoc 

networks. 

Various secure communication protocols [28] have been proposed to ensure message 

authentication and integrity for the purpose of alleviating fraud message problem in traffic 

application on VANETs. Raya, et al., [29] propose a data-centric trust establishment 

framework for traffic safety application in VANETs. The method in [29] is used to evaluate 
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the trust of received messages rather than the reputation of individual vehicle. Lo, et al., [8] 

propose an event-based reputation system to provide accurate and reliable traffic information 

to drivers and resist the false alarm effect from fraud messages spread in the network. The 

mechanism in [8] can’t provide real-time trust information. It also does not concern the 

reputation of the message producer. 

Nepal, et al., [30] propose a fuzzy trust evaluation approach. But they do not give an effect 

method for evaluating the trust of a new one. Shao, et al., [16] propose a similarity computing 

algorithm for web services and their consumers based on Euclidean distance [31] theory. 

Consumers’ similarities are used as weights of indirect experiences. Similarities between 

target web service and other ones are used as weights for QoS prediction of the target web 

service. The similarity computing algorithm proposed in [16] is used in this paper for 

evaluating message producers’ similarities. 

 

3. Trust and Reputation Management Framework 

This section details our trust and reputation management framework for VANETs. Firstly, 

the message trustworthy model is introduced. Then similarity mining algorithm is proposed 

for repeaters and messages. Reputation evaluation for a message producer is proposed based 

on integrating of direct experience and recommendation. Trust and reputation will be updated 

after the validation of the message content is checked. 
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Figure 1. Event message dissemination model 

3.1 Message Trustworthy Model 

Figure 1 describes an event message disseminating model. In the time 1T  , the vehicle 1V  

broadcasts a message to report an event 1E  in the position 1P . Vehicles (such as 2V , 3V , 4V  

and 5V ) in the message transmission range of 1V  will receive the event message. The vehicle 

received the message will calculate the trust value of the message according to the method 
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proposed in the following. If the trust value is not less than a predefined threshold, the 

received vehicle should take corresponding actions to the message and rebroadcast the 

message. Otherwise, the message will be discarded. The message trustworthy model, 

presented in Figure 1, consists of two clusters, “Vehicles” and “Messages”. 

Definition 1. A message is a 4-tuple, ( , , , )M I E L T .  I is the identification of the 

message producer. E is the event type, such as an alert signal, traffic congestion, et al., 

( , )L Lat Long  represents the latitude and longitude of the event. T is the time when the 

event was sensed or fabricated by the message producer.  

Definition 2. A vehicle is a 3–tuple, ( , , )V I C V . I is the identification of the vehicle or its 

pseudonym which is used for privacy preserving [32]. C belongs to the vehicle’s types, which 

includes infrastructures, service cars, buses, taxies, trucks and sedan cars. ( , )V S D  is the 

velocity of the vehicle when it sent the message. S represents the speed and D represents the 

direction. D is described with the degree of departure from due north along the clockwise 

direction. 

Different type vehicles have different initial reputation in the VANETs. 
 

3.2 Similarity Mining 

Lots of similarity mining approaches have been proposed by researchers. Euclidean 

distance [31] based similarity mining approach overcomes some disadvantages of other 

approaches, such as the collaborative filtering based method [33], when it is used to compute 

similarity between non-linear similar data. The similarity computing method used in this 

paper is developed from the method proposed in [16] which is based on Euclidean distance. 

To simplify description, some objects are formally defined as follows. 
1 2{ , , , }rM m m m  

is the set of messages. 
1 2{ , , , }sV v v v  is the set of vehicles.  

At similar location and similar time, messages about the same event produced by the same 

vehicle usually hold similar trust values.  In Table 1, all the messages are produced by the 

same vehicle and descript the same event. Lat and Long represent the latitude and longitude 

of the location where the message was generated. T is the time when the message was 

generated. 
TV  represents the historical trust value of the message given by the received 

vehicle. In order to evaluate the trust value of the message 4m , similarities between 4m  and 

other messages in Table 1 should be calculated. 

Table 1. Properties of messages procedued by the same vehicle and their trust 
values for the event of congestion 

 Lat  Long  T  
TV   

1m  31.220500 121.470800 00:00:45 0.2 

2m  31.220300 121.470500 10:00:45 0.6 

3m  31.220300 121.470100 17:35:41 0.95 

4m  31.220800 121.469800 09:15:49  

 

Vehicles belongs to the same class usually hold the similar reputation. For example, 

infrastructures at roadsides and service cars always hold high reputation values. When these 

vehicles sensed events, their speeds and directions are usually similar respectively. In order to 
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calculate similarity between vehicles, Table 2 presents some examples for describing 

vehicles’ states when they producing event messages. In Table 2, S represents speed and D 

represents the direction of the vehicle. The variable R represents the historical reputation for a 

vehicle corresponding to the given velocity. In order to evaluate the reputation of 
4v  in Table 

2, similarities between 
4v  and other vehicles should be calculated. 

Table 2. States of vehicles when producing event messages and their historical 
reputations 

 S  D  R  

1v  28 180 0.96 

2v  58 136 0.78 

3v  36 226 0.90 

4v  50 316  

  

According to the approach proposed in [16], each row is regarded as a node. Thus, the 

similarity between two nodes can be represented by the Euclidean distance between them. 

The more distance two nodes are, the less similarity they become. Similarity between two 

nodes based on Euclidean distance is computed according to Eq. (1) which is proposed in [16]. 
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In Eq. (1), X and Y are vectors. 
iX  (or 

iY ) represents the value of the i-dimension in the 

vector. For similarity calculation, times represented by T in Table 1 are divided into peak 

hours and non-peak hours. Times division for peak hours and non-peak hours can be adjusted 

according to the statistics for traffic conditions. A peak hour is represented by 1 and a non-

peak hour is represented by 0 in Eq. (1). 

 

3.3 Direct Experience Based Reputation 

Whether the event described by the received message was really occurred will be checked 

when the receiver pass the location described by the message. A vehicle or its driver will give 

a reputation for the message producer after confirming the truth of the message. Let ( )

,

n

i jr  be 

the reputation value for the vehicle j given by the vehicle i after confirming the N-th event 

message produced by the vehicle j. After the total number of n event messages produced by 

the vehicle j have been confirmed successively by the vehicle i, the comprehensive reputation, 

which is represented as ( )

,

n

i jR , can be calculated by Eq. (2). 
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In Eq. (2),   ( 0 1  ) is a history factor. Encouragement and punishment factors for 

reputation are not considered in this paper for simplicity. Eq. (2) is also used as reputation 

updating formula for the vehicle j given by the vehicle i. 
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3.4 Recommendation Based Reputation 

When the message receiver has no direct experience based reputation about the message 

producer, or in order to get much information about the reputation of the message producer, 

recommended reputations from other receivers are important. The receiver i can calculate the 

recommended reputation of the vehicle j based on recommendations from recommenders. The 

algorithm for recommendation based reputation is represented by Eq. (3). 
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In Eq. (3), 
,i jC  is the comprehensive recommended reputation of the vehicle j for the 

receiver i. 
,

u

i kw  is the similarity between the receivers i and k. 
,i kR  is reputation evaluation of 

the vehicle k given by the vehicle i. 
,k jR  is the direct experience reputation about the vehicle j 

given by vehicle k. n is the number of recommenders.  

 

3.5 Reputation of a New Vehicle 

If there is no recommender for the reputation of the vehicle j and no direct experience 

based reputation about the vehicle for the message receiver i. The vehicle j is regarded as a 

new vehicle for the message receiver in this situation. The reputation evaluation method for a 

new vehicle is based on the reputations of similar event messages produced by similar 

vehicles. Similarity between vehicles is also computed by Eq. (1). 

The reputation of a new vehicle for the message receiver i can be calculated by Eq. (4).  
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In Eq. (4), n is the number of vehicles which belong to the same vehicle class with the new 

vehicle j, whose direct or recommended reputations can be got by the vehicle i. ,

s

j kw  is the 

similarity value between the vehicles j and k. 
,i kR  is the comprehensive reputation value of 

the vehicle k given by the vehicle i in the history. 

For the first appeared vehicle belongs to a special class, its reputation is set to be 0.5 for the 

event message receiver. Reputations for infrastructures or public service vehicles in VANETs 

will be set a large value.  

 

3.6 Trust Value for a Message 

The trust value for an event message is a weighted average value of the direct experienced 

reputation and recommended reputation. It is calculated by Eq. (5). 

 
( , )

, ,(1 )i j

T i j i jV R C     (5) 

In Eq. (5),   ( 0 1  ) is the weighting factor for reputation based on direct experience. 

,i jR  is the direct experience based reputation for the vehicle j given by the message receiver i 
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in history. 
,i jC  is the comprehensive reputation of the vehicle j calculated based on  the 

neighbors’ recommendations for the message receiver i. 

If the trust value of the received message is larger than a given threshold, the received 

vehicle will take actions according to the content of the message and rebroadcast the message. 

Or the message will be discarded. 

 

3.7 Reputation Updating 

After confirming whether the event disseminated by the message was really occurred, the 

message receiver will give a new reputation for the message producer. The comprehensive 

reputation in history will be updated according to Eq. (2). The updated comprehensive 

reputation includes the influence from the latest reputation given by the message receiver. 

Reputation for the recommender given by the message receiver should also be updated 

according the degree of deviation between recommended reputation and the reputation given 

by the message receiver after confirming. Reputation updating method is proposed in Eq. (6). 
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In Eq. (6), ( )

,

n

i jR  represents the comprehensive reputation value of the recommender j 

evaluated by the message receiver i after n-times interactions. 
,j kR  is the reputation of the 

vehicle k recommended by the recommender j. 
ikR  is the reputation of the vehicle k given by 

the message receiver i after confirming the message. (0)

,i jR  is the initial reputation value 

between vehicles.  , 0 1  , is a boundary value for telling whether a recommender is 

honest or not. Eq. (6) shows that a recommender will get reputation slowly after providing 

honest recommended reputations continuously, but will lose reputation dramatically after 

giving a dishonest recommendation.  
 

 

Figure 2. Reputation changing process 
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4. Experiment 

The experiment is conducted on the computer with the CPU of Pentium(R) D 2.80GHz, 

512 MB Memory, Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3. The program is 

implemented by the Java language with JDK 6.0.  

Properties of each vehicle or message are initialized with numbers generated randomly. 

Four vehicles are set initially. Figure 2 shows reputation changes of each vehicle updated by a 

message receiver after confirming. 
 

5. Conclusion 

Evaluating the trustworthiness of a vehicle in VANETs still remains as an open problem 

until now. Reputations play important roles in trustworthiness evaluation. They provide 

foundations for estimating the trustworthiness of a message or a vehicle based on historical 

information. This paper proposes a trust and reputation management framework for VANETs 

based on similarities between messages and similarities between vehicles. A similarity mining 

technique is used for identifying similarity among vehicles and messages. A reputation 

evaluation algorithm is proposed for a new vehicle based on the similarity theory. Similarities 

and reputations of recommenders are used as weights for computing comprehensive 

reputation for the message producer. An updating algorithm for reputation is proposed. The 

framework is applied to help the driver to decide whether he should believe the received 

message or not. 
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